
 

 

Task n°1: I put the following sentences in the right column. (3pts) 

*I arrive to school on time.                                  *I play in the school yard. 

*I participate in the class.                                     *I don’t write on the walls. 

* I keep my school clean.                                       *I use the school’s Library. 

My duties My rights 

  

 

Task n°2: I order the words to get coherent sentences. (3pts) 

1-studying/now/am/English/I/./ 

2-Sally/are/tennis/Liza/playing/and/./ 

3-watching /cartoons/is/She/./ 

Task n°3:  I fill in the gaps by  Do or Does(2.5 pts) 

1/……. Lina and Samy revise their lessons? 

2/……...your dog eat meat? 

3/………she study well? 

4/……...you clean your room every day?  

5/………Mark do his homework? 
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Correction                        
 

Task n°1:I put the following sentences in the right column 

My duties My rights 

I arrive to school on time 

I don’t write on the walls 

I keep my school clean 

I play in the school yard. 

I participate in the class. 

I use the school’s Library. 

 

Task n°2: I order the words to get coherent sentences. 

1-I am studying English now. 

2-Sally and Liza are playing Tennis. 

3-She is watching cartoons. 

Task n°3: I fill the gaps by Do or Does 

1/Do Lina and Samy revise their lessons? 

2/Does your dog eat meat? 

3/Does she teach well? 

4/Do you clean your room every day? 

5/Does Mark do his homework? 

                                        

Task n°4:     I complete the sentences with:  Next to - between- on the right- on the left.  

                                                          

       The canteen                               The library                              The Physics Lab. 

1/The library is between the canteen and the Physics Lab. 
 



 

2/The canteen is next to the library. 
 

3/ the Physics Lab is on the right and the canteen is on the left. 
 
 

 

.I classify the following words according to these sounds Task n°5: 
 
 

/g/ / ʤ/ 

Grapes 

   gold  

geology  
germ 

 
 

at- in-  from….to -I complete by: on Task n°6: 

 
1/ I have sport session on Monday in the sport ground. 

 
2/I have English session from 11:00 to 12:00. 

 
3/At eight o’clock, I start the first lesson. 

 
 

and write I think   Task n°7: 

 
Hi, my name is………………I am a pupil at Opiniatre Middle school. It is a very big and nice  

 

School.  In my school, I study 13 subjects such as:  English, French, Maths, Biology 
 

Arabic,History.I study English on Monday at 1:30pm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


